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AUTHOR'S NOTE

Measurements and currencies shown are those applicable to their
respective eras.

The railway from Port Augusta to Alice Springs is sometimes
commonly referred to as the Central Australia Railway, although its
name was officially changed to the Great Northern Railway on 17 May
1882, and for historical precision it is adopted in the manuscript.
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ABSTRACT

The Industrial Revolution ushered in new approaches to technology
and none more so than for railways which were seen as a means to
move goods and people and to open up new frontiers. Even so,
bridging the Australian continent with a railway to Darwin in the
nineteenth century was always an ambitious proposition with a touch
of audacity to it, despite the "railway mania" that infected Australia
during that period.

In 1872 South Australia had just traversed the continent with an
overland telegraph in two years

-

why not build a railway too?

Politicians and businessmen, particularly from South Australia, saw
Darwin as a potential trade emporium for the movement of goods and
products into Asia and beyond

-

perhaps it would soon rival Raffles'

Singapore. Moreover, gold was discovered just south of Darwin, and
they saw unlimited potential to exploit the wealth of the distant subcolony.

Railways were central to those aspirations, and the thrust of this
thesis is to demonstrate how changing technology, spanning more
than 100 years, transformed methods of constructing railways in the
Northern Territory, while bringing to life their colourful history.

I!A

Railways in the Northern Territory form a significant component of its
heritage, and they include the Great Northern Railway that began in
1878 and terminated at Alice Springs in 1929, together with its
counterpart the North Australia Railway, which commenced in 1886
at Darwin and concluded at Birdum, also in 1929. The triumph of
engineering and technology that saw the Alice Springs to Darwin
railway completed in the new millennium provides a window of
opportunity to compare it with methods adopted for nineteenth and
early twentieth century approaches to railway construction. These
will be examined and then summarised in the conclusion to this
study.
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INTRODUCTION

Perhaps it would be fitting for these opening remarks to begin with the
comments made in 1875 by the English novelist and traveller Anthony
Trollope when he said that do not believe I shall ever live to see a
railway from Adelaide to Port Darwin or that even younger men than I
will do so ... 1 cannot believe in expenditure of ten million on a railway
which is to run through a desert and go nowhere.1 Sobering words
indeed!

This thesis is specifically directed to the colourful history of railway
construction in the Northern Territory. It probes the methods that
were used in the nineteenth and early twentieth century to build
them, and a comparison is then made with the advances in
engineering and technology that saw the completion of the Alice
Springs to Darwin railway in the new millennium, and to a lesser
extent the construction of the Tarcoola to Alice Springs railway in
1980. Apart from a very limited way, it is not designed to look at their
social or economic impacts on the Northern Territory.

A history encapsulating the construction methodologies of the overall
rail network in the Northern Territory, particularly the Great Northern
Railway between Port Augusta and Alice Springs, has been largely
ignored to date. Apart from the work of David Hancock in A Vision
Fulfilled, which is primarily a pictorial account, and Jane Munday for
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her efforts for the AustralAsia Railway Corporation, the same can be
said about the new Alice Springs to Darwin railway. Whilst a
reasonable repository of work has been carried out on the North
Australia Railway, there is scope to draw together these discrete
strands of our railway heritage into one composite body of work.
Robin Bromby's latest edition of Rails to the Top End goes some way
towards achieving that objective, although it is inclined to be weighted
more towards a pictorial account of events, as opposed to the written
word.

The work of J. Y. Harvey (The Never-Never Line) provides a very
comprehensive account of the history of the North Australia Railway.
As a railway historian, he is especially qualified to deal with the topic.
Ian Stevenson's work (The Line that Led to Nowhere) has similar
attributes, although it lacks the fine detail of Harvey's work. These
two authors alone account for the main body of work devoted to the
construction of the North Australia Railway. Authors such as Patsy
Adams-Smith (When We Rode the Rails), Douglas Lockwood (The Front
Door, Darwin 1869 -1969), and Keith Smith (Tales from a Railway
Odyssey) provided some useful information, although they have their
limitations where nineteenth century railway history is concerned.
Tim Fischer's very recent publication (Transcontinental Train Odyssey)
provides a new and refreshing perspective on the history of railways in
Australia, including the new railway line to Darwin. Monte Luke's
work (Riders of the Steel Highways: The History of Australia's
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Commonwealth Railways 1912-1975) is an excellent publication, but
its biggest drawback is a lack of information about railway
construction methodologies during the nineteenth century,
particularly where the Great Northern Railway was concerned.

Due to a paucity of records the author was heavily reliant on the
splendid work of Basil Fuller (The Ghan) for his account of the history
of the construction of the Great Northern Railway from Port Augusta
to Alice Springs. When it commenced in 1878 the Northern Territory
was under the control of South Australia, and following the takeover
of the Northern Territory in 1911 by the Federal Government, that
railway was "trapped" behind South Australian state borders at its
then terminus at Oodnadatta. It was finally pushed through to Alice
Springs in 1929, and it cannot be ignored in any serious account of
our railway heritage.

The thesis was undertaken drawing on the usual scholarly apparatus
of library resources and written publications, oral histories, archives,
newspapers, the internet, and as well as microfilm copies of salient
articles. Some of the research posed a particular challenge, as
primary records from the nineteenth century were not always
available here in Darwin and the author had to fall back on secondary
sources, and that occurred often.
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The Industrial Revolution served as a catalyst for advances in
technology and none more so than for railways.2 In the middle of the
nineteenth century railway mania had afflicted most of Europe and
North America as a means to move goods and people and to open up
new frontiers. South Australia was no exception and it cherished the
dream of building a transcontinental railway to the northern shores of
the Australian continent. As well as claiming the Northern Territory
as a prize, it had visions of creating a major trading post at the
northern end of the continent to exploit the wealth of the region,
perhaps emulating Raffles' Singapore.3 Thus, the history of railways
in the Northern Territory, and the methods used to construct them
during different eras, had their birth amid the high expectations of
those times.

Chapter One of the thesis describes the construction methodology
employed on the Great Northern Railway which commenced at Port
Augusta in 1878, finally reaching Alice Springs, 51 years later, in
1929. The coming of Federation and the hand back of the Northern
Territory to Federal Government control in 1911 were factors
contributing to the drawn out completion of the railway. Nevertheless,
it was an incredible feat of engineering to construct a railway, 773
miles long, through one of the most forbidding landscapes in
Australia, and except for some limited usage in its latter stages, it was
carried out without using mechanical equipment or power tools. In
the face of strict budget limitations, the navviesh4 constructed a fully
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functional railway by the sweat and toil of their brow, using picks,
shovels and barrows, assisted by horses, bullocks and camels, to haul
the material and shape the track bed. The navvies either slept out in
the open weather in swags, or in a tent if they were lucky, and wore
street clothes when they worked during the bitter cold winters and
scorching summers of Australias interior.

This chapter will

demonstrate with some conviction that the navvies were a special
breed of railwaymen and they deserve to be recognized for their
Herculean achievements building this particular railway.

Chapter Two will show how an unskilled workforce comprising
Chinese 'coolie' 5 labour that was employed amid some controversy to
save money, together with European immigrants, constructed the
North Australia Railway from Darwin to Birdum between the years
1886 and 1929. It took 43 years to complete it; Depressions,
Cyclones, a World War, and Government inaction, all contributed to
the prolonged completion time. The railway was constructed by hand
with methodologies similar to the Great Northern Railway, without the
benefit of mechanical devices and in a tropical climate that tested men
and beasts to the limits of their endurance. For an inexperienced
workforce the standard of work has been described as high quality
and some of the railway formation and structures are evident today as
testament to those skills. For example, with the benefit of some minor
upgrading work performed on it, the Fergusson River Bridge
(constructed in 1915), was able to be utilized for the new Alice Springs
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to Darwin railway 88 years later in 2003. One of the North Australia
Railway's biggest failings was the lack of preventative maintenance to
it, and this was exacerbated by washaways and the voracity of white
ants that devoured timber sleepers and wooden bridge transoms as
fast as they could be installed. However, none of that can detract
from the endeavours of a dedicated workforce who built the railway
and they are deserving of similar recognition as their counterparts on
the Great Northern Railway.

Chapter Three showcases world's best practice in construction
methodology that saw the Tarcoola to Alice Springs railway
constructed in 1980, followed by the Alice Springs to Darwin railway
project which was conquered in record time during the new
millennium. The range and breadth of the mechanical leviathans that
were assembled on the Alice Springs to Darwin railway, in particular,
cut a swath through the ancient landscape and treated with disdain
the backbreaking work performed by the navvy and coolie during the
nineteenth and early twentieth century. The chapter highlights the
advances made in railway technology, particularly during the last 50
years, and at the same time it places into perspective construction
methodologies of another era. Working through the same trying
conditions, and without the benefit of modern day machinery and
comforts, the railwaymen who toiled on those early railways were
certainly unique, and this chapter makes a compelling argument for
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their recognition alongside the triumphs achieved during 2003 on the
Alice Springs to Darwin railway.

The Conclusion summarises and compares construction
methodologies from different eras. As will be demonstrated, advances
in railway technology and machinery, particularly over the last 50
years, have been substantial. The fact that fully functional railways
were hewn by hand without recourse to machinery and power tools is
testament to the skills and perseverance displayed by the navvy and
coolie over 100 years ago. There is a firm belief that alongside the
triumph of 2003, the rich heritage that is the story of Northern
Territory railways should recognize the men and women who built
them, and who finally would put to rest Anthony Trollopes prophesies
of 135 years ago.

What should emerge from the thesis beyond the colourful history of
these railways is the comparison between the most rudimentary
construction methodologies of more than a century ago and the
advances in engineering and technology that finally succeeded in
completing the railway to Darwin in 2003.

xiii

'Cited in Alan Powell, Far Country A short History of the Northern Territory, p. 95.
Daniel R. Headrick, The Tools of Empire, chapter thirteen and fourteen.
Ian R. Stevenson, The Line that that led to Nowhere, the story of the North Australia
Railway, pp. 24-26. See also Daniel R. Headrick, the Tools of Empire p. 181.
This was a term given to labourers who toiled on early railway construction in
Australia. The term had its origins in Great Britain.
This was a term used to describe Chinese and Indian labourers who were used to
construct railways in Australia during the late nineteenth century.
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CHAPTER ONE
CONSTRUCTION OF THE GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY: PORT
AUGUSTA TO ALICE SPRINGS

The focus of this chapter is to demonstrate how pioneering methods were
used to construct one of the first major railways across a vast
inhospitable landscape through the heart of Australia's interior. The
railway was built by hand

-

no power tools were in use then, and except

for some limited usage in the latter stages of construction, mechanical
equipment was not available either. The pick and shovel was the navvies
stock in trade

-

motive power was provided by the horse, bullock, and

camel, and using the most primitive methods of construction, it took 51
years before it was finally completed to Alice Springs. It is argued that
with the limitations placed on budget allocations to build railways during
the nineteenth and early twentieth century, and the rudimentary
equipment relied on to construct them, this railway owes a considerable
debt to the skills of the men who built it.

A remarkable situation was seen on the Port Augusta waterfront in 1878
near the newly established railway yards. Large storage sheds were filled
to capacity with wheat from the newly opened agricultural districts that
were slowly creeping their way northward following the bounty of two
magnificent seasons.' In South Australia, as elsewhere, railway mania
went hand in hand with the scramble to unlock land for pastoralists and
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wheat farmers, with boundaries being pushed further northward into the
and interior of the colony, and well beyond the limits of the Goyder Line.2
Few people were disposed to heed the warnings of George Goyder when
he cautioned against the risks of unpredictable rainfall, along with the
withering hot breath of the winds that were capable of destroying crops,
as well as the souls of those who dared to grow them.3

In front of a very large crowd of about 2000 people, and amid all the
customary pomp and ceremony, the laying of the first sod for the Great
Northern Railway took place at Port Augusta on 19 January 1878. The
Mayor of Port Augusta enthused about a railway that would form a
speedy means of communication between this colony and its
possessions on the northern coast'.4 The Governor of South Australia,
Sir William Jervois, was similarly upbeat, remarking that "he believed it
was Trollope who said that this railway was to go through a desert to
nowhere".5 He went on to chastise Trollope and said that not only would
it run through a desert but it would go 'everywhere". The Governor
reminded the audience that when the railway reached Port Darwin it was
on the doorstep of Southeast Asia and it would shorten communication
links with Europe and America.6

The initial work entailed the construction of 200 miles of narrow gauge
light railway, comprising iron rails of 41 lb a yard, between Port Augusta
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and Government Gums (Farina). The construction contract was awarded
to the firm of Barry, Brookes and Fraser for £579,944 and it was the
largest contract awarded in Australia to that point. Earthworks involved
were 1,015,000 cubic yards, ballast 552,000 cubic yards, and 398,000
timber sleepers were required.7 At the time of the sod turning ceremony
work had already commenced and earthworks were well advanced into
the entrance of the spectacular Pichi Richi pass where the contractor set
up his main camp and offices. The workers were a motley lot and as
Basil Fuller describes them, they consisted of 'Cousin Jacks, Taffies,
Jocks, and Paddies, as well as about 200 non-European labourers, who
were carefully assembled in gangs of their own".8

It had been thought by some that the contractors were under an
obligation to steer clear of coolie labour, and that the Darwin to Pine
Creek Railway, which was not commenced until some years later in
1886, was the first railway to employ them. However, there were about
200 Chinese in the employ of the railway with the possibility of more as
construction geared up. None of the Chinese was skilled in any
particular trade and they worked as labourers hauling materials on their
backs for the embankment and track beds. Their camps were carefully
segregated from the European workers as tensions existed then about
the use of Asian labour.

The authorities were careful to warn the

contractor about certain kinds of behaviour that would not be tolerated

under any circumstances. For example, the camps of Aborigines were
placed out of bounds and no communication was allowed between the
workers and Aboriginal women.9

Locomotives and other material supplies soon began to arrive at the Port
Augusta docks from Britain, and steady progress was made along the
line.10 Initially some problems occurred with faulty rails, in addition to
engineering difficulties encountered pushing the line through the steep
slopes of Pichi Richi pass." The line confronted a ruling grade of 1 in 46
there and the sharpest curve was six and a half chains radius.12 There
are accounts of capsized bullock wagons, broken drays, and exhausted
men and animals working to the limits of their endurance. However, the
earthwork gangs quickly reached Quorn and soon thereafter a large riot
flared between railway navvies and shearers. Local disquiet over the
rioting was salved with the appearance of a locomotive on the new line by
June 1879, followed a fortnight later by the first shipment by rail of 300
bags of flour from the Quorn mill to Port Augusta. A local Quorn
correspondent wrote effusively: "The railway engine may now be seen in
the centre of our township, and the time may be counted in weeks when
it will be at Kanyaka. Hurrah for the iron horse! Advance Australia!".'3

The attractive stonework of the railway bridges and the mortarless stone
retaining walls along the railway embankments was one of the features of
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the line, which would be repeated in sections as far north as Oodnadatta
when the line eventually reached there. The line was constructed by
shovel gangs employing horse drawn scoops to clear the corridor, but
that method proved to be ineffective when hard rock was encountered,
resorting to hard manual labour for the gangs. For work through
cuttings, the earth was dug by hand, placed in barrows, and hauled up
timber runways that were placed on one graded slope topped by a pulley
and rope. It was hitched to a horse that dragged the contraption up the
slope, guided by the navvy from below. The barrows, heaped high with
earth and rock, often toppled over, spilling the contents on the
unfortunate navvy below it. 14

With the advent of modern day construction machinery, it is difficult to
comprehend the navvy toiling with the equipment they were forced to
use, and there are accounts of the type of tools that were relied on then.
The equipment:
Consisted of double-ended picks; gympie hammers, short-handled
with heads about six pounds in weight; crowbars; levers with
hardwood shanks, up to seven feet long, and iron shoes with uptilted toes to grip and lift the track when packing sleepers to
correct levels; long drills called 'jumpers' because the navvies
raised them two-handed, dropped them into holes, and twisted the
blunt chisel ends as they struck bottom; jiggers; mauls; broadaxes; long spanners to turn the bolts of the fishplates; spiking
hammers to drive dog-spikes into sleepers when fastening rails;

sledge -hammers, called "sloggers', up to fifeteen pounds in weight,
and stone dressing hammers, perhaps five pounds in weight, for
cutting and splitting, each with one end short and blunt, the other
tapered to axe-shape.15

Glimpses from the past also show railway workers wearing cabbage tree
hats and some of them sporting battered billycocks. Curiously, several
wore coats and buttoned waistcoats as well, in the middle of what
appears to be summertime! Other glimpses show railway men clustered
around a locomotive wearing bowler hats. Whether those photographs
were staged for the camera, and not representative of normal working
dress, is not certain. 16

The navvies had only moved out of the Kanyaka district, when sadly the
first fatality occurred on the line, when a young worker slipped from a
sleeper wagon and fell beneath the train. The first section of the line to
Wonoka failed to meet construction deadlines, although the Government
appears to have been satisfied when the line was freed to traffic in June
1880. About 900 men were engaged on the railway but more were
required. 17

The next segment of the railway ran through steep hillsides of quartzite,
together with slate and sandstone, and the permanent way had to be
blasted by dynamite, resulting in sheer drops and hairpin bends. Water
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was always in demand for construction purposes and along with other
supplies it was transported up the line by work trains to the main camps
and carried forward to the construction teams by camel and bullock
transport. Camels could carry a 450-lb. load with ease, and they were
invaluable for hauling supplies for the railway. For his toils, and not
unlike his Queensland counterpart, it has been speculated that the
navvy was provided with three meals a day drawn from a weekly ration of
fourteen pounds of meat, eight pounds of flour, two pounds of sugar, and
a quarter pound of tea. Nevertheless, given the heavy nature of the work
it has also been speculated that additional rations of meat were provided
because steers and sheep were readily available at construction
headquarters as well as the major camps. Food was eaten at long trestle
tables in open marquees or prefabricated wooden sheds that could be
dismantled and moved up the line.18
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As the railway found its way out of the hills and on to the plains the run
of bumper seasons ended. Joy turned to anguish and the face of the
country quickly changed. Work trains running a shuttle service from Port
Augusta to the railhead steamed through stricken lands. The Goyder
Line was certainly no figment of the imagination and it put paid to the
quaint belief that rains followed the plough.19

Undaunted, the line moved relentlessly northward leaving the wheat
country far behind. No record remains of the day on which the railhead
entered Beltana but it is likely it arrived in time to honour the contract
date, and the official opening of that segment of the railway took place on
2 July 1881. A thrice-weekly return service between Port Augusta and
Beltana was commenced, and the outward and return journey took 12
hours each way. Until the line reached Government Gums, Beltana
became a township of some prominence. The contractors relocated their
large workshops to Beltana, together with blacksmiths' and engineers'
shops, thus providing an economic stimulus to the town.20

By August 1881 the railway earthworks were within two miles of
Government Gums but the contractor was well behind schedule with the
plate-laying operation. Rumours were coming up the line of the
magnitude of the drought in the south, where crops had failed completely
in the new wheatlands. Crops that did not fall to the drought and

grasshoppers had withered in the hot winds, just as Goyder had
predicted.2'

The plate-layers finally pushed on to Government Gums and the
contractor's work train entered the town on 18 April 1882, and the line
was opened to traffic on 17 May 1882. The railway had previously been
called the Port Augusta to Government Gums Railway; with its opening
to Government Gums the name disappeared from all records and it was
replaced by the grand title of the "Great Northern Railway". Some people
preferred to call it the "Transcontinental"; alter all, "it soon would be,
would it not? But where to now?1122

An announcement was made soon thereafter that tenders would be
received for the next segment of the line from Government Gums to
Hergott Springs (Marree), a distance of 33 miles. Barry, Brookes and
Fraser advised they would not be submitting a tender and that all their
surplus plant had been sold. The new contract was awarded to the firm
of Moorehouse, Robinson and Jesser in October 1882 for a figure of
£97,399.23 The contractors got away to a flying start on 5 January 1883

due to the flat terrain, although substantial delays soon occurred due to
the unavailability of sleepers from Western Australia. By October 1883
plate-laying resumed afresh after supplies of timber sleepers came
forward up the line and progress picked up across the flat countryside.
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The railway was constructed mostly within proximity of the route of the
Overland Telegraph line. Around this period, the Afghan cameleer,
Jemeder Mahomed, who owned a string of sixty camels, was engaged to
transport sleepers and rails from the railhead to the forward plate-laying
gangs, and he was one of many cameleers used in this way. 24

Surveyors pegged out the township of Hergott Springs, and its name was
now officially changed to Marree. A store and warehouse, two shops, and
two eating houses were erected in preparation for the railway gangs, and
an excellent supply of spring water was available at the township. On 6
January 1884 the first train steamed into Marree during a raging dust
storm amid recorded temperatures of 1200F.25 Three train services a
week commenced to Port Augusta, departing Marree at 6 a.m. and
arriving at 9 p.m.26 Marree may have been a small settlement but it
soon mustered enough horses, including a camel, to conduct its first
race meeting.

Approval was sanctioned to extend the railway from Marree to
Strangways, a distance of 102 miles, as unemployment relief work.27
About a month later an estimate was also tabled in the Legislative
Assembly for the construction of 146 miles of narrow gauge railway
between Port Darwin and Pine Creek in the north of the continent, and it
was estimated to cost about 91 million including the cost of a jetty. The
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work was proposed as part of the transcontinental railway, with the
southern and northern sections to meet 'somewhere in the centre.28

This flurry of proposed railway activity was rather curious as the
Northern Territory was hardly turning out to be the financial bonanza
advanced by its proponents, and in South Australia drought had halted
the advance of the wheat farmers. Moreover, the country had slipped
into a depression, unemployment was rife, and debt levels in South
Australia climbed alarmingly. Work had to be found quickly for the
unemployed, and the railway extension to Strangways, although
insufficient in itself to meet the need, was an obvious starting point.29 It
is conceivable also that it was important to keep up the construction
momentum of the lines due to inter-colonial jealousy with Queensland to
forestall one coming from that direction.30 Even South Australia flirted
with the idea of constructing a branch line from Marree to Queensland to
capture trade for the transcontinental railway, but it came to naught.

Construction of the Marree to Strangways segment of the line
commenced on 16 July 1884, and because the Government was now a
builder no tenders were called and the work was undertaken by direct
labour. The Engineer-in-Chief was placed in charge of construction and
initially 250 unemployed labourers were placed on the line; nevertheless,
some of the experienced old hands from the previous contract remained
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to supplement the unemployed workers and they were able to maintain
previous high standards of construction. Twenty one thousand jarrah
sleepers and other materials arrived at Port Augusta and they were
transported to the railhead. The country was flat but construction was
tardy due to the relative inexperience of the unemployed, as well as the
trying conditions they encountered. For the most part, they were made
up of "clerks, draper's assistants, waiters, watch repairers and hotel
porters, many of them no longer young".31

A year after the rail had left Marree the Commissioner remarked that the
line had offered employment to between 500 and 600 men, and that
although the works to that point were carried out satisfactorily by the
Engineer-in-Chiefs Department, it had not progressed as "rapidly as I
could have wished".32 The line was being constructed cheaply to defray
costs, and ballast was used sparingly; the smallest quantity practicable
was placed under the sleepers.33 Ahead lay many creeks where bridges
or culverts were essential, although wherever possible the track was
placed across the bed of watercourses on stone pitched causeways (these
would prove to be unacceptably high maintenance items in the years to
come). The earthworks also ran into trouble in some sections when rock
was encountered and blasting was needed to open the way for the
track.34 The Great Northern Railway had enjoyed a remarkable safety
record until April 1886 when a ballast train was derailed and five navvies
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were killed.35 This was followed by several more deaths caused by falls
from moving trains. The railway line finally reached Strangways on 1
March 1887 under very trying conditions for most of the way from
Marree, but surprisingly it had been built for a figure of £177,000 less
than its estimated cost.36

The contractor's base camp was moved to Strangways followed by the
arrival of a butcher, a blacksmith and a saddler, together with a tavern.
Accounts about life on the line among the workers depict free time
occupied by "gambling, in bawdy sing-songs, and in sly-grog carousels,
others found relaxation in sport

-

particularly cricket

-

and in reading. A

few were interested in serious music".37 A point of interest, too, is that
camel trains came to the railheads to serve the travelling public and
passengers were allocated special carriages on every work train. Camel
buggies accommodated the women and children while the men rode
riding camels or horses, and they set out to Alice Springs and beyond, or
to intermediate telegraph and cattle stations.38

To provide continuity of work to mop up more of the unemployed that
were flocking up the line looking for work, tenders were called for the
supply of 8,000 tons of steel rail for a further extension of the line to
Peake. Its estimated cost was £505,000 and the work soon ran into
trouble when it was impeded by a broad belt of sand hills. Water sources
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necessary to work through this kind of terrain also dried up, adding to
costs. The workforce was boosted to 800 with the lure of increased pay
to work on the line. 'Nearly all nationalities are represented
Englishman to the Ethiopian

-

-

from the

and almost every trade under the sun".39

Not for the first time, the heavens opened and the rains came, and
running creeks washed away segments of the lightly compacted
formation, adding to frustrations.

During this period, the

Superintending Surveyor departed for Alice Springs with a string of
fourteen camels. His brief was to reconnoiter the country from Peake to
about 100 miles beyond Alice Springs with a view to ascertaining a
pathway for the transcontinental railway to Port Darwin.

Whilst the railway continued to creep its way north from Strangways, a
Royal Commission recommended the completion of the railway under the
land grant system to provide uninterrupted traffic between Quorn and
Port Darwin within seven years (A new line had connected Adelaide to
Quorn via Terowie, much to the chagrin of Port Augusta). These findings,
although they too failed to get off the ground, were well timed as two
weeks previously the first locomotive ran on the Port Darwin to Pine
Creek railway. On 9 December 1887 the Government approved another
extension of the line from Peake to Angle Pole (Oodnadatta) and
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sentiments were as effusive as ever. It was confidently predicted that
trains would soon be seen steaming both ways across the continent.40

Whilst public attention was distracted by all this talk of new railways,
the Great Northern Railway continued to slowly creep its way north. By
August 1889, the earthworks had passed Mount Dutton and they were
nearing Oodnadatta, but the bridging of the Neales River was a major
piece of work and it slowed progress. It was 375 yards in length and
reputed to be the longest bridge in the Southern Hemisphere when it was
completed in 1890.41

Finally, six-and-a-half years after the line left Marree, it was opened to
traffic to Oodnadatta on 7 January 1891. That accomplishment
represented a total of 478 miles of railway from Port Augusta,
constructed through one of the most demanding environments on earth,
and it was built at a total cost of £2,318,242

-

all borrowed funds. On

the back of the railway construction, small businessmen and settlers
moved into Oodnadatta and its environs, and there is evidence that the
railway was well patronized by goods and passengers, although losses on
it continued to mount. It was here that the Great Northern Railway, and
all the dreams that went with it, stood for 37 years while events in
Australia changed the political landscape. In 1891, the colony's total
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bonded debt, including £1,756,400 incurred in respect of the Northern
Territory, was £21,657,300.42

The coming of Federation in 1901 added a new dimension to the
transcontinental debate. There had been a series of proposals to bridge
the gap in the railway from Oodnadatta to the Northern Territory, most of
them by land grant, but they all lapsed.43 South Australia, itself weighed
down with debt, was becoming increasingly disenchanted with the
continued failure of Northern Territory enterprises. It too had a railway
that lost money and ran to nowhere"; the mines in the north had
sputtered to a virtual close, and the pastoral industry had not lived up to
expectations either.

South Australia had seen the arrival of Federation as a possible way of
shedding its troubled sub-colony in the north, and after protracted
negotiations, and to the surprise of many, it convinced the Federal
Government to take control of it; which it did on 1 January 1911. South
Australia received £3,931,086, including an amount of £2,239,263 for
the Great Northern Railway that terminated at Oodnadatta. Also
included in the arrangement was the Commonwealth takeover of the
Palmerston to Pine Creek railway (The North Australia Railway), together
with a vague promise to link the two railways at some unspecified time in
the future.44
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It took until 25 February 1926 for a further agreement to be ratified
between the Federal Government and South Australia to connect the
railway from Oodnadatta to Alice Springs. Its estimated cost was
£1,700,000, which provided for a continuation of the narrow gauge line
with a ruling grade of 1 in 80 and 60 lb rails. The first 21 miles to Wire
Creek was performed by direct labour, and the rails, fastenings, sleepers,
and certain other material were supplied by the Government, but
completion was delayed by a strike. Tenders were then called for the
balance of the work covering 273 miles, and a contract was awarded to
Victorian Construction Propriety Limited for a figure of £695,320 with a
time for completion to Alice Springs of 30 June 1929.45

Earthworks commenced in September 1927, and to begin with it
advanced rapidly, although a shortage of locomotives soon retarded
delivery of materials up the line. A huge stockpile of materials had to be
moved up the line from Port Augusta, and it comprised 31,700 tons of
rails, 709,000 sleepers, 2,018 tons of fishplates, 1,081 tons of dogspikes,
277 tons of fishbolts and 368,000 spring washers. No machine power
tools were in use then, the work was still carried out by pick, shovel, and
barrows; light wooden or steel rollers drawn by either horses or bullocks
were used to compact the formation, and horse scoops were utilized
where cuttings had to be blasted by explosive. A few "Keystone"
excavators and "Marion" shovels lightened the load where embankments

I..]

had to be constructed. By and large there was little advancement made
to methods that were used to construct the Port Augusta to Government
Gums extension nearly 50 years before, but the quality of the work was
uniformly good. Tented camps sheltered the workers and cook-houses
usually comprised rough portable timber sheds. As they had all done
previously, the construction gangs, described as hardy and fit men,
toiled through torrid summer heat and on into the bitter cold of winter.46

By June 1928 the earthworks had reached the vicinity of the Finke River,
a point 122 miles beyond the construction depot at Wire Creek, and a
high level bridge of ten spans was erected across the flood-prone river (it
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was destroyed by floods in 1930). The construction teams continued
north as they left the torment of the gibber plain and moved into sandy
country dotted with mulga and desert oak. The line reached Rumbalara,
170 miles north of Oodnadatta, slightly behind schedule in midDecember 1928.47

Moving out of Rumbalara in a period of drought, the navvies were
confronted with especially harsh conditions precipitated by strong winds
and unusually high sand drifts. Reports speak of sore eyes and rasped
throats, discomforts caused by the fine sand that blows for hundreds of
miles in those locations. Tempers frayed and fights were frequent as the
"workings struggled forward in heat and sand-filled furnace winds".
Clearing and grubbing was beyond the midway mark of the sandhill
country when a large sandstone pillar loomed on the horizon; the
explorer Stuart had previously named it Chambers Pillar. Leaving the
sandhill country behind, the work picked up pace and it proceeded at the
rate of nearly two miles a day. In the meantime, in the far north, the
North Australian Railway had advanced to Katherine and its southward
push to Birdum had commenced.48

By May 1929, the railway had reached a point 18 miles south of Alice
Springs, and the town braced itself for the arrival of the first train. it
eventually steamed through Heavitree Gap four and a half hours late on
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6 August 1929 to be welcomed by 200 people; some said it was the
greatest number of white people seen together in the Territory. With the
arrival of the railway, the Government Resident spoke enthusiastically
about the prospects of a reduction in the cost of living in Central
Australia. He foreshadowed that the price of groceries would drop and
that the price of petrol would be halved.49

PLATE NUMBER THREE. Men laying sleepers and railway line by hand near Wire
Creek on the G.N.R. about 1927. Joe Davis Collection. Northern Territory
Archives Service.

It is here that the history of the Great Northern Railway draws to an
unsatisfactory close. The number of workers had been progressively
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reduced since the line left Rumbalarla, although it still meant about 500
men were thrown out of work when it arrived at Alice Springs. The
country was now entering the depths of the Great Depression, and for
the time being, railway mania, and with it any ambitions to complete the
transcontinental line to Darwin ended.

What is curious about the Great Northern Railway during its latter
stages to Alice Springs in about 1927 and 1928 is that scant use appears
to have been made of early twentieth century advances in railway
technology such as that deployed on the East-West transcontinental
railway. For example, an early model tracklaying machine was in use 15
years earlier on that railway when it was under construction.50 It is
speculated that the prevailing economic climate may have been a factor,
with the need to provide employment for as many workers as possible;
jobs that may have been placed at risk with the introduction of any new
labour saving devices on the line to Alice Springs.

Despite sporadic bursts of railway mania, money was always scarce for
constructing railways due to South Australia's debt burden.51 The
construction of the northern segments of the Great Northern Railway, in
particular, reflected that reality in critical areas such as drainage and
ballasting, to minimize costs.52 Perhaps its biggest shortcoming was the
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route selected which took it through the lower reaches of the Lake Eyre
drainage system, an area prone to intermittent, but severe, flooding.53

Notwithstanding, none of the foregoing can detract from the skill and
perseverance displayed by the navvies in constructing a fully functional
railway by hand, 772 miles long, and without the benefit of modern day
equipment and comforts, through some of the most trying conditions in
Australia. Any shortcomings in the railway revolved around the route
selected and the lack of funds to provide for more robust flood protection
to it. From records available the construction methodology employed on
the railway ended as it began

-

with the pick and shovel and the sweat

and toil of the navvy. Considering the dearth of mechanical devices they
had at their disposal these men were master railway builders and we owe
them a considerable debt for their accomplishments.
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CHAPTER TWO
CONSTRUCTION OF THE NORTH AUSTRALIA RAILWAY FROM
PORT DARWIN TO BIRDUM

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how a workforce
initially comprising unskilled Chinese coolies, and then a collection of
immigrant labour, similarly unskilled, was able to construct a pioneer
railway through the northern-most tropics of Australia. The railway
was constructed by hand using methods similar to those adopted on
the Great Northern Railway, and as was the case there, except for
some limited use of machinery in its latter stages, none of the luxury
of modern day equipment was available to the coolies and the navvies
during that era. It is argued that the railway was built with
considerable skill but its biggest shortcoming was the lack of
preventative maintenance during its various stages of construction,
and this had a deleterious effect on its subsequent operations.

The year 1871 saw the discovery of payable quantities of gold at Pine
Creek and optimism was high as graziers and settlers moved north to
exploit the perceived riches of South Australia's northern outpost.
Consequently, the authorities in Adelaide requested a feasibility study
into the construction of a light railway from Palmerston (Darwin) to
the gold fields at Pine Creek. Its estimated cost was Limillion,
including the cost of a jetty, for a railway running 146 miles in length
from Palmerston to Pine Creek.'
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Repeated attempts to put construction in hand came to naught.
There were concerns over the cost of the railway, corridor selection,
sources of finance, coupled with downright political paralysis due to
either ministerial reshuffles or changes in government. In addition,
earlier optimism about the extent of mineral wealth in the north was
clouded by the high cost of extracting it, coupled with a shortage of
labour to work the mines. South Australia had also entered a period
of economic recession, and drought had hit the wheat farmers and
pastoralists hard.2

Finally, due in no small part to the persistence of J. Langdon Parsons,
the former Minister responsible for the Northern Territory, and now
Government Resident there, the Palmerston and Pine Creek Railway
Bill was approved on 26 October 1883.3 Money was borrowed at four
percent interest but a tender was not accepted until 1886. The
money, in the meantime, had been deposited at two and a half percent
for three years, a net loss of one and a half percent interest on a huge
sum that was going to waste.4

In September 1884 a final survey was agreed, and a decision taken to
adopt pressed steel sleepers rather than timber, in recognition of the
voracity of local termites. It would be a narrow gauge 3ft 6in light
railway similar to that being pushed north from Port Augusta. Flat
bottomed rails of 41 lb per yard were specified in accordance with
government standards for development railways, instead of the usual
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minimum of 50 set by parliament. The design permitted a maximum
speed of 18 miles per hour for goods and mixed trains, and 20 for
passenger trains.5

During the nineteenth century iron and steel for Australian railways
came from overseas, resulting in large lead times between the date of
order and delivery. Orders were placed with the well known German
steel maker, Krupps of Essen, and by 1885 the blast furnaces and
steel mills of the Ruhr valley commenced rolling 10,000 tons of
railway line for the North Australia Railway. The whole consignment
of rails, fishplates and bolts was eventually transported by ship to
Darwin via Amsterdam.6

Orders for the pressed steel sleepers were placed with the United
Kingdom firm of Ibbotson Brothers and they were designed for colonial
railways in the tropics.7 In the meantime a tender was awarded in the
amount of39,817 to the firm of J. Wishart in December 1884 for the
construction of a new jetty at Palmerston to receive the materials from
overseas.8

The specifications and drawings for the construction of the railway
were delayed and the closing date for tenders was finally fixed at 30
November 1885. Tenderers were required to submit two prices, one
for coolie labour to cushion costs, and the other one for European
labour. There was a large population of Chinese in the Northern

Territory that had been brought in to work the mines and their
numbers would later peak at over 7,000 in 1888 when the railway to
Pine Creek was being built.9

Four tenders were received and as the lowest was well in excess of the
Departmental estimate they were readvertised as Government
finances were under considerable stress.

C. and E. Millar duly

submitted two prices and the one using coolie labour at a figure of
£605,204 was the lowest, and it was accepted on 11 May 1886. The
due date for completion was May 1891, and liquidated damages were
set at £30 per day.'° Millars were experienced railway contractors
having worked on most railways which had been built in Australia to
that point.

Although there was resentment at the idea of Chinese gaining
employment on the railway at less than European rates of pay, it was
nevertheless grudgingly accepted that their presence was necessary
for development of the Northern Territory and as a method to save
money, although it should be pointed out that none of them had any
experience constructing railways." Three hundred and ten bridges
and flood openings were required between Palmerston and Pine Creek.
It was estimated that 625,930 cubic yards of material had to be
removed from cuttings, and 249,800 lineal yards of ballast laid on the
line.'2
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Rails and other materials began to arrive at the new wharf, but other
than for some clearing works very little activity was seen on the
railway during 1886,13 although following the departure of the wet
season work soon picked up pace.'4 By the end of July 1887 the rails
had reached the 5 mile mark and by mid August they had advanced to
the 10 mile peg at Knuckeys Lagoon. The plate-laying operation had
now increased to one mile a day, and the workforce had built up to
369 Europeans, 2870 Chinese and Tamils, 137 horses, 72 bullocks,
165 donkeys and mules, four steam locomotives and four stationary
steam engines. A construction train regularly travelled down the line
with material to replenish the workforce.15

By the end of September, plate-laying reached the 40 mile mark and
by the end of October 1887 fifty six miles was completed to Rum
Jungle. Progress was impressive, and under European supervision,
the Indians and the Chinese performed the clearing, grubbing,
excavating and earth forming, and the standard of work achieved was
described as uniformly good. Cuttings were blasted through the hills
with dynamite, not always without mishap, and the spoil was carted
away in two wheeled carts with a capacity of five hundredweight,
which needed two men to push them. Scoops drawn by horses, or
more usually by donkeys, were used in the open country. Millars
found that horses did not stand up to the rigours of the harsh tropical
climate and they imported a large number of mules from Uruguay.'6
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When work was halted for the onset of the wet season the rails were
six miles short of Adelaide River and 70 miles from Palmerston.'7 The
contract was now ahead of schedule despite the slow start to it. Not
for the first time, the wet season came with a vengeance in the New
Year of 1888, causing extensive washaways of track and earthworks.
At one stage 300 men were engaged on restoration work to the
railway. 18

Work resumed after the wet season, and as bridges were controlling
the completion date of the railway they had to be given special
attention. The biggest challenge was the Adelaide River Bridge, the
largest structure on the line, and it comprised five spans each 100 feet
long and it sat 54 feet above the river bed at the lowest point of the
gorge. J. Y. Harvey describes the operation there:
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The bridge site hummed with activity. At ground level small
gangs of coolies could be seen sinking the deep foundation
shafts, digging their way through the rich alluvial soil until they
found bedrock. Before they could move on to the next shaft
they had to level the bottom. The foundation builders then
moved in and then lowered the heavy cast-iron cylinders,
section by section, into the open shafts. Once placed and
accurately plumbed the cylinders were filled with concrete and
the

earth around them backfihled . . The whole operation
.

advanced to a cacophony of hissing steam engines, riveting
hammers, rattling blocks and tackles, shouted orders and
chattering Cantonese.19
This bridge and a number of others had temporary crossings made
through them to allow construction trains to supply materials to the
work gangs up ahead.

To keep pace with the plate-layers, excavation work through cuttings
had to be carried out at a number of sites simultaneously.
Intermingled with it were small bridge teams sinking foundations,
placing concrete and erecting ironwork for the numerous flood
openings. No clearing work was necessary during 1888 as a treeless
swath a chain and a quarter wide had already been cut all the way to
Pine Creek.20

The earthworks were closely followed by the Chinese plate-laying
gangs. Working ahead of the construction train one gang laid the
steel sleepers at prescribed intervals while another gang dragged the
steel rails from the train and manoeuvred them into place. They were
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then bolted to the sleepers and joined to the end of the track already
laid. This last operation required all hands lifting and levering the
track into alignment and tightening the bolts, thus enabling the
construction train to move forward 30 feet. The cycle was repeated
more than 80 times between dawn and dusk in temperatures in
excess of 90 degrees Fahrenheit to meet daily targets.2' One hundred
years later sophisticated track laying machines would perform these
tasks in one operation.

As the railway pushed into the hilly country south of Adelaide River, it
entered terrain where steep ruling grades were necessary and tight
curves were required in some locations. The rails reached the 85 mile
peg in July 1888 and one month later the construction train steamed
into Howley, one of the few permanent settlements on the line, 100
miles from Palmerston. Burrundie, 23 miles short of the rail terminus
at Pine Creek was reached during October. Ahead lay six unfinished
bridges and flood openings and the work was put on hold for the
ensuing wet season, although celebrations were held when the first
train steamed across the newly completed Adelaide River Bridge. The
Government Resident was delighted with progress made:
During the year 1888 the railway works of every description
have made progress... the permanent way has been laid to the
127 mile from Palmerston and the sidings laid at all the stations
up to and including Burrundie. Earthworks are completed to
137 mile, concrete work in bridges, culverts, and flood openings
is complete to mile 135 and in progress up to 138 mile.22
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A public train service between Palmerston and Burrundie was
inaugurated on 10 December 1888. The down train departed from
Palmerston at 8.15 a.m. and the up train from Burrundie at 9 a.m.
crossing at Adelaide River. Journey times were eight hours fifty-five
minutes and eight hours fifty minutes respectively, providing an
average speed for the journey of 15 miles an hour. Some temporary
bridges still remained and they impeded journey times, but speeds
were hardly imposing.23

Heavy rains on Christmas Day 1888 caused an embankment to
subside near Burrundie and the engine and its one carriage tumbled
into the creek below. Fortunately none of the occupants were injured.
The railway was not completed without some loss of life, and a
number of Chinese were killed by moving trains. A collision between a
ballast train and stationary wagons also resulted in the death of some
Chinese as well. There were also recorded instances of sabotage on
the line when objects were placed on it.

Chinese believed to be

seeking revenge for an injury to one of their compatriots were said to
be the perpetrators, although no charges were laid.24

Following the wet season work resumed and the rails reached Pine
Creek in May 1889 and in June the first train steamed in

-

only minor

works remained to bring the project to completion.25 On 30
September 1889 eight months before the due date, and 65 years after
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the first European settlement in the Northern Territory, Millars
handed over the railway to the South Australian Railways
Department.26

From all accounts the workmanship of the contractor and their coolie
labourers was first class. The permanent way remained in place for
eighty years, notwithstanding it was prone to flooding and contained
sections of steep ruling grades and tight curves, especially in the hills
towards Pine Creek. Lack of preventative maintenance was one of its
biggest failings

-

during the Second World War Mr. Page remembers

the track from Pine Creek to Darwin was 'badly worn out and all over
the place after years of neglect and wet weather'. He had seen the
track slide six inches out of line as a train passed over it during the
wet, and the water turned the track into a drain during heavy
downpours.27 The total cost of the Palmerston to Pine Creek extension
was £1,086,632 including the cost of the jetty, and they were costs
that were never recouped.
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Misfortune hung over the Northern Territory. During the night of 6
January 1897 a severe tropical cyclone swept over the town of
Palmerston, virtually destroying it and 28 people lost their lives. The
railway line suffered substantial damage and it took two years to
restore earthworks and tracks to their original condition.29 The
virtual destruction of Palmerston called into question the role of this
"miserable little town of one thousand Europeans and two thousand
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Chinese perched on the edge of Port Darwin. Its railway ran to an
empty interior where less than one hundred people formed the
terminus town of Pine Creek".30 The mining industry accounted for
very little, robust pastoral and agricultural developments had not
materialized and the Northern Territory had become a financial drain
on South Australia.31

The coming of Federation in 1901 prompted South Australia to
explore opportunities to rid itself of the troubled sub colony on the
north of the continent. Indeed, as far back as 1888 J. C. F. Johnson
the Minister for the Northern Territory had this in mind; "It is a bad
job that we have had anything to do with the Territory

-

a bad thing

for South Australia and a bad thing for the Territory. We should get
rid of jt".32

To the surprise of many, the Commonwealth agreed to take over the
Northern Territory from 1 January 19 11.33 South Australia received a
figure of £3,931,086 for it, plus an amount of £2,239,263 for the Port
Augusta to Oodnadatta railway, which according to Ian Stevenson was
by any standards an extremely generous price for a pair of white
elephants. Also included in the agreement was the takeover of the
Palmerston to Pine Creek railway, and a vague commitment to
complete a transcontinental railway from Oodnadatta to Pine Creek at
some unspecified time in the future.
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The Commonwealth quickly warmed to a propostion in 1913 from the
giant international conglomerate Vestey Brothers to construct a
meatworks at Bullocky Point not far from the railway workshops.
Perhaps this would be the saving grace of the pastoral industry and it
would trigger other activities in the north? The Commonwealth for its
part agreed to:

• extend the railway from Pine Creek to the Katherine River to
source potential cattle suppliers.
• build a railway to serve the meatworks.
• provide all the rolling stock necessary to transport cattle to the
works, as well as refrigerated wagons for the transport of frozen
beef to the wharf.

Extension of the railway south from Pine Creek to Katherine was
first mooted under South Australian administration but nothing
came of it, but approval to construct it was sanctioned in 1913 and
work authorised in 1914 when all the agreements were in place
with Vesteys.35

It would comprise 55 miles of narrow gauge railway, with provision
to be made in the permanent way and structures for subsequent
alteration to a gauge not less than 4ft. 81/2in. The ruling grade was
one in 80 with a minimum curvature of 20 chains radius, and 60
lb. rails were specified

-

curiously they were heavier than those

supplied on the Pine Creek line which had been set at 41 lb.36
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Maximum speeds of 20 miles per hour were stipulated and its
estimated cost was &382,369.37

The Government decided to build the railway by direct labour
rather than by contract, with piecework rates offered where
possible. Its estimated completion date was the end of 1916,
although it would not be met. The rails, 27,000 steel sleepers, and
94,000 powe11ised38 karri and 10,000 untreated karri sleepers,
were supplied under separate orders (the white ants soon made
short work of the timber sleepers, as by 1921 complete renewals
were necessary). The steel sleepers were the American Carnegie
brand and they were adopted for the first 18 miles of the line, and
unlike the timber sleepers they proved to be a good investment,
remaining in use until the line closed in 1976.39

Construction Headquarters was established at Pine Creek and it
comprised camps, stacking ground, blacksmith shop, workshop
and storehouses, all served by a brand new railway siding.40
Construction officially began in July 1914 but the outbreak of the
First World War caused difficulties with material supplies, and
above all labour.4' Proponents of a "White Australia" ensured that
this time around there would be no repeat of coolie labour, and
Europeans would only be employed at normal rates of pay. The
railway eventually saw a variety of unskilled immigrants working
on it and they consisted of Greeks, White Russians, Swedes,
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Italians and Britons.42 In the meantime, Vesteys were subject to
bitter labour disputes and strikes, and their meatworks at Darwin
was delayed and not opened until April 19 17.43

The railway workforce took time to become productive but things
started to improve by the second half of 1915 when numbers built
up to 600. The railway enjoyed a peaceful industrial record and
this may have been due to the fact that many of the workers were
accompanied by their families. The appointment of a full time
doctor to care for the workers and their families no doubt helped as
well.44

in the meantime, a detailed maintenance inspection was carried
out on all railway assets in the Northern Territory during 1915 by
an experienced senior railway engineer, George Hobler, and it
included the completed segment of the railway to Pine Creek.
According to J. Y. Harvey that inspection proved that "the Never
Never Line was in a hopeless mess

-

run down and virtually

unworkable".45 The cause was not hard to find

-

almost a complete

lack of maintenance during the 26 years since that segment of the
railway was opened to traffic.

By the end of 1916 clearing of the line to Katherine was complete
and earthworks in progress to within five miles of the terminus at
Katherine. Rails had been laid to a distance of 33 miles from Pine
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Creek, and ballast of good quality located. Waterways were also
completed to the 175 mile mark (34 miles south of Pine Creek).
With the exception of the bridge over the Fergusson River (166
miles) and the one at the 171 mile, all bridges were completed to
the Edith River (175 miles).46

By April 1917 the railway had yet to be completed. Although the
rails had been laid as far as the north bank of the Katherine River
it was far from operational. The Fergusson River Bridge was still
incomplete with a temporary bridge in place there, and Vesteys
were initially compelled to drive their cattle on hoof to the nearest
loading point at Fountain Head 38 miles north of Pine Creek.47

As the line approached completion in the latter half of 1917
confusion arose about its final terminus point. To bring the line
into Katherine would require a substantial structure to bridge the
Katherine River which is capable of becoming a raging torrent
carrying immense volumes of water. No such bridge had been
seriously contemplated between 1915 and 1917, and for the time
being a railway station was built on the north bank of the river and
named Emungalan, an Aboriginal word describing that location.48

The railway was officially handed over on 4 December 1917 in a
low key affair.49 No detailed accounts can be found about specific
construction methods used on the Emungalan extension, but it

IM
pioneered the use of a few early model tractors and earth moving
equipment.50 Nevertheless, with a peak workforce of 600 it is
assumed that the bulk of the work was carried out by the normal
labour intensive practices in much the same manner as the
Palmerston to Pine Creek extension. Its final cost was £447,112.51

Trouble loomed on the horizon for the railway. As a result of
continuing strikes with militant unions over increased pay and
conditions, Vesteys announced just prior to the commencement of
the 1920 killing season that they would close the meatworks at
Darwin which had cost them £1 million to establish, several times
the original estimate. Although there is still some debate over the
reasons Vestey's took that arbitrary decision, Darwin's biggest and
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most lucrative source of employment disappeared and the
authorities were faced with the problems of sustaining a large
unemployed population.52 Revenue generated by the railway fell to
nought and staffing numbers were reduced dramatically.
Washaways and white ants took their toll and maintenance work
on the railway was either scarce or non existent.53 Where to now?

As had been the case many times in the past, plans for the
completion of a transcontinental railway were dusted off and the
future of the "Never Never" railway to Katherine became submerged
in the debate.54 In 1916 a Commonwealth Parliamentary Works
Committee recommended the extension of the Emungalan line to
Mataranka but nothing transpired

-

the country was at war and

the extension to Emungalan still underway.55 The proposal was
raised again in 1920 but no agreement was reached on its ultimate
destination, moreover Queensland was agitating for an easterly
route across the rich pastures of the Barkly Tablelands to
Camooweal and points beyond.

Prompted partly as an unemployment relief measure, approval was
granted for the extension of the railway from Emungalan to Daly
Waters at an estimated cost of £1,545,000 including the cost of a
new bridge across the Katherine River and all rolling stock. Its
ultimate destination was still a mystery.56
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The Katherine River Bridge was a large structure for those times,
and it consisted of seven spans, each 100 feet long, and they were
supported by reinforced concrete piers founded on cast iron
cylinders filled with concrete, which rested on solid bedrock. The
main girders, each weighing 32 tons, were placed more than 75 feet
above the stream bed. As J. Y. Harvey points out, the bridge
details were designed with the optimism of the twenties to
accommodate standard gauge trains.5'

The embankment approaches were built by labour drawn from the
unemployed in Darwin and work commenced on the bridge proper
in March 1924. A quarry was established near the Edith River 25
miles to the north to source materials for concrete and other
purposes. Concrete was mixed at the works depot on the north
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bank of the river and conveyed to site by cableway. The foundation
cylinders were sunk as caissons and one of the most impressive
parts of construction was the placement of the big girders which
were hoisted into place by special steel derricks. About 50 men
were employed at the height of bridge construction.58

The bridge was supposed to be finished by the end of 1925 but it
was hit by huge floods in March 1925 which inundated the works.
Construction resumed as soon as possible and by 21 January
1926 a locomotive steamed across the bridge and onto the
southern bank. The whole structure was completed by May and
Collin (Sonny) Cox remembers working on the bridge and he thinks
it was completed for £10,000 under its estimated cost.59

Tenders for construction of the railway to Daly Waters were invited
on 19 December 1925 and they closed on 30 April 1926. No
satisfactory offer was received and the Commonwealth Railways
elected to build the railway by direct labour. The total estimated
cost of the work was £478,794 and the authorities undertook to
complete it within 18 months, six months shorter than the private
sector offered. The rails were the same as those laid between Pine
Creek and Emungalan (60 lb per yard), and the pressed steel
sleepers were the first of their type to be manufactured in
Australia, and they were all procured by direct orders. The ruling

gradient of the line was set at 1 in 100 with a 60 chain minimum
curvature
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A resident medical officer was appointed to look after the workforce
and provision stores were also established for the benefit of the
workers. By 30 June 1927 500 men were employed on the railway
and 29 miles of railway laid, with clearing, earthworks and culvert
construction well in advance of the rails.

Anthony Lynch

remembers as a young man delivering supplies to the navvies on
the line south of Katherine. He recalls seeing Italians working on
into the night with lanterns swinging from their wheelbarrows as
they hauled dirt for the formation. He supplied them with the tools
of their trade such as wheelbarrows, picks, and shovels.6'

According to records, excellent progress was made with the railway
until December 1927 when the amount of money to build the line
was substantially reduced, and with the onset of the Depression,
money for public works was curtailed. Continuation of the railway
was permitted, albeit at a slower pace, and with a reduction in the
workforce to 200, it was decided to terminate the line at Birdum 44
miles short of its authorised destination.62 Rails, fastenings, steel
sleepers and other materials worth £153,000 became superfluous
to needs and they were placed into storage, and the railway to
Birdum was finally opened to traffic on 4 September 1929.63
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The total cost of the North Australia Railway was £2,622,455 and
the stark reality was that it represented little more than a railway
that wound its way through the tropics and ended up nowhere.
Due to the economic climate, it had scant prospects of generating
sufficient revenue to pay its way,64 and 47 years later in 1976,
nothing had changed and the railway was closed. For the year
1975/76 alone its operating loss was $2,500,000.65

In summation, the North Australia Railway was constructed by
hand over a period spanning 43 years by a workforce comprising
inexperienced Chinese and Indian coolies and European
immigrants through a challenging tropical environment. As
previously noted, there is a recorded instance of the limited use of
early model tractors and earthmoving equipment on a segment of
the railway either between Pine Creek and Emungalan, or
Katherine to Birdum. However, most of the work was performed by
hard manual labour using picks, shovels and barrows, supported
by horses, bullocks and mules, to haul the material and compact
the earthworks. The records suggest the standard of work
performed was of good quality, notwithstanding that flooding
pointed to the inadequacy of low level crossings over creeks and
waterways in some locations.66 As J. Y. Harvey has pointed out the
lack of preventative maintenance during most of its working life
almost crippled the North Australia Railway before it was closed.67
However, that does not detract in any way from the efforts of the

ire
men who built it, and the quality of the work they performed, and
not unlike their counterparts on the Great Northern Railway they
were a special breed of railwaymen and deserve to be recognized as
such.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE ALICE SPRINGS TO DARWIN RAILWAY

This chapter showcases world's best practice in railway construction
methodology during the late twentieth century and the new millennium,
and the introduction of mechanical devices of a kind which could only
exist in the navvies' wildest dreams of 100 years ago. Huge tracklaying
machines and other machinery treated with contempt the backbreaking
work performed on early railways; bulldozers and other modern
machinery scythed through the vast landscape and brought the Alice
Springs to Darwin railway to completion in record time, and it was a
breathtaking achievement. Nevertheless, it only reinforces a conviction
that without recourse to the benefits of modern day technology and
machinery, the men who built the first railways in the Northern Territory
by hard manual labour were a special breed. They constructed railways
in the face of the same harsh climatic conditions and through one of the
most forbidding landscapes in Australia, and it is considered that they
should share in the same glory as the triumph of engineering technology
that saw the Alice Springs to Darwin railway completed in 2003.

By the terms of the Northern Territory Acceptance Act of 1910, the
Commonwealth became the owner of two lines of railway

-

the Great

Northern Railway and the North Australia Railway. The Act contained a
rather vague promise to link these two fragments into a transcontinental

railway without a specified completion date, nor was there any agreement
on the route it would take.' World War One, the Great Depression,
World War Two, and an associated upgrade of the Stuart Highway saw
the use of more road transport

-

it all combined to delay any prospects of

honouring commitments made to complete the railway.2

Following a further two decades of political paralysis, hopes were revived
when a decision was finally taken by the Commonwealth in 1970 to
construct a new standard gauge railway between Tarcoola and Alice
Springs. Its purpose was not only to replace the old flood prone and high
maintenance narrow gauge railway through Oodnadatta to Alice Springs,
but it was intended that it would carry through from Alice Springs to
Darwin when funds became available and a survey was completed. Not
everyone agreed with the idea of a Darwin railway and an editorial writer
denounced it as an expression 'of the Australian passion for squandering
huge amounts of money out in the desert" and warned that "there could
hardly be a more glaring misallocation of transport resources in
Australia"

.

Construction of the Tarcoola to Alice Springs railway was estimated to
cost $100,000,000 and it began in 1975, following an opening ceremony
conducted by Prime Minister Whitlam.4 It comprised 831 km of standard
gauge railway and at the time it was the largest single railway project
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undertaken in Australia since the completion of the East-West
transcontinental railway from Kalgoorlie to Port Augusta. The new route
is positioned approximately 200 km west of the old line to avoid the lower
Lake Eyre drainage system. Although it avoided many of the streams
crossed by that line, it still required the construction of 52 bridges,
including two major structures of multiple 30-metre spans across the
Finke and Hugh Rivers.5

The construction of earthworks, bridges and culverts, and terminal
facilities at Alice Springs was carried out by a series of construction
contracts by private enterprise using the most modern equipment and
techniques, such as bulldozers, scrapers, compactors, and tracklaying
machines. Other contracts entailed the supply and installation of an
integrated microwave/VHF communication system covering the full
length of the route. In the largest application of solar power in Australia,
23 of the 28 repeater stations utilized solar electric power for equipment
operation. The track structure comprised continuously welded rails on
prestressed concrete sleepers and crushed rock ballast. Tracklaying was
performed by Australian National using innovative procedures for
efficient handling of the long rails and rail-mounted gantries for sleeper
laying. The rails were brought into precise thermal adjustment, by
stressing them at the time of laying and welding them into continuous
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lengths.6 The railway was completed in 1980, at which point the old
narrow gauge line north from Marree was abandoned.

The project was the first in Australia to be planned and designed in
metric units; the survey and design which began during 1970/71 used
metric units in anticipation of the change from the old Imperial system.
The South Australian division of the Institution of Engineers, Australia,
honoured the project with its 1979 Engineering Award. The citation
read:
It was considered to be a major engineering concept,
executed in inhospitable conditions within budget and ahead
of time, with due regard to conservation both of energy and
of the fragile environment surrounding the project, which
itself will be a major benefit to the community at large and
South Australia in particular.7
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What becomes readily apparent is the late twentieth century
construction innovations (and associated equipment) that were used to
build this railway, in stark contrast to their counterparts 100 years
before.

The political battle to push the railway through to Darwin continued.
Self-government was granted to the Northern Territory in 1978, and with
it, pressure to complete the railway. The Chief Minister Paul Everingham
led the cries for action, and he had an ally in the Liberal Prime Minister
Malcolm Fraser who was an enthusiastic supporter of it, providing an
undertaking to finally complete it by 1988. A headline in the Northern
Territory News on 14 January 1983 screamed:

100 YEAR DREAM

COMES THROUGH .... ITS OFFICIAL. THE FIRST TRAIN FROM THE
SOUTH WILL PULL INTO DARWIN LATE IN 1988". Paul Everingham also
led the charge and said he was "bloody delighted".8 Celebrations were
premature however, as Fraser was deposed at a general election soon
thereafter, and he was replaced by the successive Labor governments of
Bob Hawke and Paul Keating. They were less than sympathetic to the
idea of a railway to Darwin, and it was a view that was certainly shared
by their mandarins in Treasury. Concurrently, the feasibility of the
railway was trawled through by a myriad of studies:9

• Joint Review of the Alice Springs to Darwin Rail Link July 1980.
Commonwealth Department of Transport and N.T. Department of
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Transport and Works
total capital cost'.

-

Outcome: "Viable if not required to meet

• Independent Economic Inquiry into Transport Services to the
Northern Territory (Hill Report) 1984 Outcome: "Not economically
justified".
-

• Review of the Economic viability of the extension of the standard
gauge rail service from Alice Springs to Darwin 1985. Canadian
Pacific Consulting Services
Outcome: 'The Proposal is
economically viable"
-

• Feasibility Study into the Alice Springs to Darwin Railway 1986.
Northern Territory Railway Executive Group
Outcome: "The
railway would more than cover operating costs".
-

• Development Plan for the Darwin to Alice Springs Railway 1988.
Crooks Michell Peacock Steward Pty. Limited
Outcome:
"Sufficient grounds for implementing a total transport system".
-

• Darwin Alice Springs Railway review of effects on South Australia
1990. Coopers & Lybrand Outcome: "Saves South Australia $95
million".
-

• Feasibility Study and Business Plan Australia Asia Integrated
Transport System 1992. Morrison Knudsen (Australia) Outcome:
"Commercially viable".
-

• Alice Springs Darwin Railway a Review of Economic Benefits and
costs 1993. Australian National
Outcome: "Will generate
continuing surpluses on an operating basis".
-

-

Persistence finally paid off, to the surprise of many. In 1997 the
Northern Territory and South Australian governments established the
AustralAsia Railway Corporation to oversight the construction of the
Alice Springs to Darwin Railway. Its estimated cost was approximately
$1.4 billion, and as an alternative to draining Treasury coffers (funding
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which was certainly not available in the budget context), the Corporation
turned to the private sector for the bulk of the finances, which amounted
to about $850 million. The project was assisted by a financial
contribution of $165 million from the Commonwealth's Federation Fund,
and both the South Australian and Northern Territory governments
supplied $150 million and $165 million respectively.10

In June 1999 it was announced that the successful tenderer to build the
railway was Asia Pacific Transport (APT) a consortium comprising KBR
(Kellogg Brown & Root), Barclay Mowlem, John Holland Group,
Macmahon Holdings and Australian Railroad Group. That consortium
brought together significant railway expertise from current or recent
projects around the world using the latest in design and construction
technology. APT in turn contracted ADrail to design and construct the
railway and the project was put together under a BOOT arrangement
(Build, Own, Operate and Transfer back to the government after 50
years). The consortium was also given exclusive rights of access to the
railway between Tarcoola and Darwin, and the first sod was turned by
Prime Minister John Howard on a cold wet day in Alice Springs on 17
July 2001."

Before construction advanced, one of the most critical things was an
impact study that focused on Aboriginal issues through the proposed rail
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corridor. Richard Howitt, Associate Professor of Human Geography at
Macquarie University, conducted the study in association with the
Central and Northern Land Councils. His team had to deal with a
European perception of an

empty landscape, which from a local

Aboriginal viewpoint, was a hail of reference points. He explained that
this could be taken symbolically but also literally, because ancient trees
can act as landmarks in a traditional landscape in the same way city
landmarks act as a reference points for urban dwellers'. Trees, a group
of rocks, a clay pan

-

places not worth a cursory glance by most non

-

indigenous persons can be sites of deep reverence to Aborigines.'2

The process by which sites are protected in the Northern Territory can be
long and complex and APT worked through numerous heritage and
cultural issues, including native title and sacred site issues. In fact this
was one of the project's most significant, if unheralded achievements.
Ultimately it led to the NT Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority issuing a
number of certificates that specified constraints imposed by particular
sacred sites.13 Without those approvals, the railway could not have gone
ahead. It is a telling indication of the more enlightened attitudes
compared to those which saw early railway construction in Australia
ignore the rights of the original occupants of the land.
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ADrail had 12 months to design the railway before work could proceed in
the field.

Geotechnical engineers, surveyors, designers, graphical

specialists, hydrologists, civil, structural, and railway engineers were
confronted with constantly changing conditions along the route for the
railway. A significant amount of information concerning the terrain was
simply not available and the design team had to fall back on innovative
approaches designing earthworks, culverts, bridges and level crossings.
Accurate survey work was mandatory before construction works
commenced, and it was aided by the latest in laser guided technology,
and some of it was carried out from the air. The track was designed to
accommodate freight trains up to 1.8 km long, with a 23 tonne axle load,
carrying 250 double-stacked containers drawn by 2x4000 horsepower
diesel locomotives, and capable of travelling safely at up to 115 km per
hour. Computer modelling predicted an average speed for a fully laden
train of 80 km an hour.'4 Comparisons with early railways are stark.

Due to the lie of the land and the lack of significant physical features to
retard the railway, except in the north where there are many rivers,
creeks, gullies and hills, the railway corridor runs very straight. A line
gradient of less than 0.8 per cent, or one metre in 120 was maintained
except for short sections north of Alice Springs and Katherine where a
maximum gradient of 1.2 percent was necessary.'5 The corridor between
Katherine and Adelaide River followed the old NAR alignment and a

significant amount of that formation was embodied into the new railway
embankment. Important features from the NAR, identified for their
heritage value, were protected from construction activity. Whilst not
identified, the Yam Creek tramway abutments near Grove Hill, north of
Katherine, were removed and reassembled adjacent to a cutting for the
new railway.'6

It was a logistical exercise of no small proportions at the prospect of
building a new railway across some of the most inhospitable terrain in
Australia, and it broke new ground as the longest continuous single
track railway under construction around the world at that point. With
summer temperatures reaching 46°C in the shade and a three month
monsoon season the work had to be carefully planned. The undertaking
was huge in scale. The 1,420 kilometre rail line required 2 million
concrete sleepers, 8 million sleeper clips, 3,500 tonnes of structural
steel, 15 million cubic metres of earthworks, 2.5 million tonnes of
ballast, 2.8 million metres of rail, 100 kilometres of corrugated steel pipe
for culverts, and 93 bridges, including several major bridges.17 The total
weight of track materials excluding earthworks was 2.8 million tonnes

-

equivalent to 53 Sydney Harbour Bridges.'8

Engineers decided to tackle the construction of the railway on four fronts
(north and south from both Katherine and Tennant Creek) to provide
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continuity of work without losing time to seasonal extremes of climate.
Concrete sleeper factories were established at Katherine and in Tennant
Creek, 650 km apart along the track alignment. These huge open-air
factories 180 metres long combined to produce 28,000 sleepers a week at
their peak, and their production offers a fascinating insight into just one
aspect of modern day railway technology. Running through each sleeper
length is a number of high tensile wires that are stressed before the
concrete is poured. Once the lengths are cured, the wires are released at
each end and the concrete shrinks back. This provides the tensile
strength to take the pounding of a 4,000 tonne train. They are cast as
one single length beam, 160 metres long, cured, and then cut with a
special saw into sleeper lengths, which weigh 280 kilograms each. Track
laying was performed at a faster rate than the factories could produce
the sleepers and to allow for that, a stockpile was created well before the
track laying commenced. Over 50 people were employed at the Katherine
factory and more than 60 at the one at Tennant Creek.'9

Concrete sleepers were preferred to steel or timber because they are more
cost effective. They are resistant to termites and dry season fires, and it
has been proven it provides a superior track stability than that of steel
or timber, and that they offer very low maintenance costs. Approximately
146,000 tonnes of steel rail was produced at Whyalla in South Australia
and transported by rail to just south of Alice Springs. It was then loaded
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on specially designed road trains and hauled to the construction depots
at Tennant Creek and Katherine for welding into continuous lengths of
rail.20 The steel rail had to be specially canted as a result of the sleeper
shape, and held under compression to withstand heat expansion and
cold contraction. If the rail had not been so engineered it would have left
over a kilometre difference between the point of greatest contraction and
expansion.21 In the nineteenth century railway lines were constructed
with gaps between the rails to cope with expansion and contraction,
giving rise to the never ending "clickety clap" associated with those old
railways.

It was necessary to complete earthworks, bridges and culverts before
tracklaying could proceed unhindered. Supported by a workforce of
around 400 people, heavy machinery such as bulldozers, scrapers,
graders, excavators, haulage trucks and water carts, combined to clear
the way and shape the track bed. They worked around the clock
following carefully surveyed control lines established by teams of
surveyors using laser equipment. As stated before, 93 bridges were
constructed, mostly in the northern segment between Katherine and
Darwin. Unlike bridges in the nineteenth and early twentieth century,
they were built high over rivers and creeks and were designed to
accommodate a one in 100-year flood occurrence. Such a flood hit
Katherine on Australia Day 1998 when the Katherine River rose more
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than 25 metres to top the old railway bridge and inundated the town. As
a testament to its historical past, and the men who built it, the old NAR
Bridge at the Fergusson River (built in 1915) was re-used because it was
in a sound condition and only required minor work to upgrade it. It was
the only section of the line where steel sleepers were used. The Elizabeth
River Bridge at 510 metres in length was the largest bridge to be
constructed, and its design had the effect of minimising construction in
water as that particular river is infested with crocodiles. A gantry was
specifically designed to operate from the roadway of the adjacent road
bridge and it placed 17x30 metre concrete spans to accommodate the
railway. Nearly 1200 round steel rolled culverts were also necessary to
carry water under the railway formation and protect it from scouring and
washaways, and they were designed to withstand a one in 50 year
climatic event.22

Another aspect that the construction teams had to contend with was
unexploded ordinance left lying in various parts of the Northern
Territory, a legacy of Japanese bombing during World War Two. The
construction teams liaised closely with the Army to detect any
unexploded bombs or ordinance within the rail corridor; unexploded
ordinance was unearthed near Acacia south of Darwin and was disposed
of safely by the Army.23
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Construction water was a priority for the project. When it was not
available from existing sources, bores were sunk up to 25 kilometres
apart to pump water continuously into turkey nest dams. it was then
pumped into road train water trucks and taken to dams 10 kilometres
apart where it was utilized for the critical function of aiding compaction
to the earthworks formation, and to control dust.24

The Katherine to Tennant Creek segment was chosen as the first section
to be constructed, because as noted, a number of bridges and cuttings
had to be completed north of Katherine, along with some large rock
cuttings near Alice Springs and they all took about 12 months to
complete. These included a very large cutting near the Larapinta trail
north of Alice Springs with a 1 in 83 grade, and the steepest on the line,
and another one at Crater Lake near Batchelor, which was the largest on
the project measuring 33 metres in height. Unlike early railway lines in
the Northern Territory, the cutting at Crater Lake and others like it
ensured that no tight curves or steep grades were introduced in that
location and the fill was used in the valleys along the corridor. It was
also used to lift the alignment above the levels of the streams in the
area.25 Flood immunity on early railways in the Northern Territory
suffered due to the absence of treatment such as this.
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The Katherine track layer proceeded south in April 2002, while the crew
from Tennant Creek headed north. The two met in December 2002 and
for the first time continuous rail was in place between the two towns. In
January 2003 tracklaying proceeded south from Tennant Creek towards
Alice Springs and in the north crews began laying the rail from Katherine
to Darwin.26.
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PLATE NUMBER EIGHT. Meeting of track at Buchanan Camp. Alice Springs to
Darwin Railway December 2002. AustralAsia Railway Corporation
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The project maintained its construction momentum and it continued to
be ahead of schedule for the duration of the project. At the height of
construction the following plant and equipment were engaged on the
railway:27

• Graders
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• Backhoes

• Excavators

34

• Heavy trucks

• Loaders

35

•

• Compactors

8

Buses

18

• Railway wagons

• Light trucks

39

• Tracklayers

• Bulldozers

129
20

• Diesel locomotives 10

• Mobile cranes

• Light vehicles

6

146
2

195

•

Scrapers

31

36

•

Vibrating rollers

29

PLATE NUMBER NINE. List of plant and machinery engaged on the Alice
Springs to Darwin Railway

The railway offered employment to 1500 workers, and significantly 200 of
those were Aboriginal people.28 As a mark of respect, four of the
locomotives hauling the construction trains were named after the
traditional owners and their people.29

Clare Forrest was one of many females working on the railway. She was
a site clerk at the construction camps and one of her other duties
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entailed helping organise social and recreational activities for the crews,
including night cricket and golf games and even athletic events. As a
reflection of a changing era, women also worked alongside the men as
water cart operators, and as scraper and bulldozer drivers. Darwin's first
Station Master of the modern era was a woman as well.30 The position of
Adrail's rock crew fleet manager was also filled by Lisa Bramford.31

Sixty million litres of fuel were consumed over the life of the project and
each morning work trains left the depots at Tennant Creek and Katherine
with enough material to lay 1.6 km of line for that particular day.32

Crushed rock ballast used to support the rail and sleepers was produced
at quarries north of Katherine and Tennant Creek, and 2,000 tonnes of it
was required for every kilometre of track laid. The quarry at Katherine
produced 1.3 million tonnes of aggregate and the one at Tennant Creek
1.5 million tonne s.33

When the track formation was completed, the huge tracklaying machines
could be seen lumbering across the ancient landscape at a sedate twokilometres a day:
Like massive orange caterpillars half a kilometre long carrying
more than 3,000 sleepers and their flanks loaded with long lengths
of rail, the two tracklayers made a mockery of the back-breaking
work undertaken by gangs of railway workers who laid the track by
hand in the 19th Century.34

They are pure state of the art twenty first century railway technology,
and breathtaking in their scope:
A wheeled gantry crane riding on its own rails on top of the length
of the construction train picks up a load of sleepers from the
palletised stacks and carries them forward to a conveyor in the
tracklayer. It deposits the sleepers on the track-bed formation at
the rate of seven a minute where they are nudged apart evenly by
spacers.

The rails, which are hitched to the side of the

construction train on rollers, are dragged through the train and
placed in front of the tracklayer, and then pulled forward and
guided over the top of the sleepers. The rails are set 1435 mm
apart (standard gauge), and they are attached to the sleepers with
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metal 'fastclips" by an applicator arm under the tracklayer which
snaps them into place. Used today instead of old style bolts and
spikes to hold the rails in place, these clips substantially reduced
installation time and maintenance costs. The front of the
tracklayer is towed by either one or two Caterpillar bulldozers and
a power pack drives the machinery. An operator perched in a
cradle like chair under the conveyor, controls the sleeper and
tracklaying operation .35

Ballast trains containing 4,300 tonnes for the day's track laying
operation deposited the ballast on the line. Tamping took place after the
ballast was laid, and its function was to raise the rail to the desired
height, move it into the correct horizontal position and then compact the
ballast beneath the foot of the sleepers. A regulator was run along the
line to regulate the quantity of the ballast over each metre of track to
ensure that correct quantities of ballast were laid. The dumping of the
ballast was naturally uneven and the regulator ensured it was evenly
distributed and to the required profile.36 During its construction phase
the project also saw what is believed to be the largest ballast train ever
assembled in Australia; it was 1.3 kilometers long and carried 7,600
tonnes of ballast.37 It is worth bearing in mind that all the preceeding
activities were performed by hard manual labour 100 or more years ago.

The navvies and coolies who built the lines to Oodnadatta and Pine
Creek in the nineteenth century lived under canvas tents or slept out in

the open in swags. In most cases they cooked and ate out in the open
and wore street clothes when they laid the rails and manually cleared the
corridor. It was certainly more labour intensive then, but the terrain and
climate was just as challenging in the twenty first century, although
there are compensations in deference to the state of the art offerings of
contemporary times. The land is now cleared by an armada of heavy
machinery, the rails laid by huge mechanical tracklayers and the
employees enjoy a far more salubrious standard of living in mobile airconditioned "dongas" which can be likened to instant towns that are
relocated every eight weeks. Individual showers using treated bore water
were available for the workers who were transported to the site every
morning in air-conditioned buses. They were also flown to their homes
every six weeks for a seven day break.38 A nineteenth century navvy
could only marvel at the array of modern day comforts.

It is said that an army marches on its stomach and the railway was no
different; a typical day in the construction camps is described thus:
It s 5.30 a.m. in the large mess donga at a camp near Katherine
River... crews are packing their large insulated lunchboxes called
cribs" for the humid day ahead. On the right is a salad bar with
cold meats, cheese, tomatoes, cucumbers, beetroot, olives,
coleslaw, tuna, artichokes and fruit salad. Perpendicular to the
salad bar are breads of various kinds, bread rolls, along with
cutting boards and greaseproof paper... Breakfast is hot food.
Bacon, sausages, baked beans, grilled tomatoes, spaghetti,

mushrooms, fried eggs, fish fingers. Behind the counter is the cook
and the only girl in the camp, Jo Lacopetta, cheerful, attractive
and petite ... [she] has been here for seven months. What's it like?
"Great. I've got my own bathroom". While starting work at 4 a.m.
"is a bit of a bummer", the job's got its compensations: "After
breakfast, the rest of the day's my own. Rent is free so it's good.
You can save.39
Gone are the times when the workers stopped to boil the billy or cook a
damper!

As opposed to the old railway camps of another era that communicated
with the outside world by either rail, horseback, camel train, or
telegraph, contact in the twenty first century was available by UHF/VHF
radio network, satellite phone or email. In the earlier times railway
workers delighted in receiving mail sent weeks or months earlier. In the
modern era trained nurses also operated out of the remote camps and
they communicated with crews by satellite telephone and radio network
and they had instant contact with the Flying Doctor Service.40

The northern freight terminus for the Adelaide to Darwin railway line is
situated at the East Arm Port on Darwin Harbour, one of the largest
natural anchorages in northern Australia, and indeed Australia. A $200
million state of the art port has been constructed to accommodate large
shipping vessels with connections to the railway, and ultimately the
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1,700 hectare site will provide roll-on roll-off container facilities, as well
as provisions for oil, gas and bulk cargo.4'

When ADrail's northern tracklayer rolled on to Darwin's East Arm Port in
September 2003, the railway was completed in just over 30 months, five
months ahead of schedule. More than 95 percent of the construction
cost was spent in South Australia and the Northern Territory and it
provided an economic stimulus to the Gross State Product of those
regions of $382 million and $440 million respectively. The safety record
on the project was excellent and not a life was lost in any accident.42

The project was truly a triumph of twenty first century engineering and
technology, and it pushed the boundaries of railway construction
techniques around the world. Whilst it has been in operation only two
and a half years and has yet to be tested by major floods or cyclones in
the north, the contractors are confident that the earthworks formation
and structures will withstand the test of time. It has been described as a
well engineered structure,43 and it stands proudly today in stark contrast
to its long lost relatives of another era, the Great Northern Railway and
the North Australia Railway.

Kellogg Brown and Root (KBR) won both the Project of the Year and a
Gold Award for their work on the Alice Springs to Darwin railway at the
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2004 Excellence Awards of the Association of Consulting Engineers. In
its partnership with clients Asia Pacific Transport and AustralAsia
Railway Corporation, KBR was praised for their use of a broad range of
skills, including engineering design, procurement, environmental and
project management services.

These included hydrological and

geotechnical investigations and overall track design

-

together with the

design of culverts, bridges, road overpasses, depots, crossings, signal
and safe working systems. In making their decision, the judges declared
that I?KBR achieved engineering and management solutions which
contributed substantially to the overall economic viability of the
construction and long term operation of the railway".44

In summary, it is perhaps disingenuous to contrast methods used to
construct railways in the new millennium against those adopted for
building railways in another era

-

it is a vast gulf and representative of

the considerable advances made in technology, especially during the last
50 years. If anything, however, it does tend to elevate the achievements
made by the navvy and coolie over 100 years ago and place them into
perspective. They confronted the same onerous climatic conditions and
successfully completed pioneering railways by the sweat and toil of their
hands without the benefits of modern day technology and machinery. As
intimated before, they are owed a considerable debt for their endeavours,
and are deserving to be remembered along with the plaudits handed out
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for the Alice Springs to Darwin railway; a project which was awash with
the latest in twenty first century construction innovations and machines.
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CONCLUSION

The Industrial Revolution served as an incubator for technological
change and none more so than for railways.' In addition to their
colourful history, Northern Territory railways also acted as a laboratory
for new technology in railway construction, and as we have seen, it was
spectacularly on display in the triumph of 2003, and perhaps to a lesser
extent by 1980 on the Tarcoola to Alice Springs railway.

Connections with the past can still be found and it brings to life the
construction methods and equipment the labourers working the lines
had at their disposal during different eras. Geoff McRae, whose father
and relatives worked on the Great Northern Railway near Wire Creek in
1927 (north of Oodnadatta), has memories of its construction:
It was done with horses and things they call buck scrapers, and
wheelbarrows and big shovels.

There was no mechanical

equipment then. [They] picked up about a yard of dirt, you'd dig it
into the dirt, and when you got it to where you want it to go, you've
got a big long handle and you just roll it over ... They were mostly
operated by two horses and one man, although they had larger
ones pulled by four horses and two men.2

As mentioned before, Anthony Lynch remembers Italians working a
section of the North Australia Railway between Katherine and Birdum.
He said they were fine workers, and ran between tasks because they
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were engaged on piece work. They also toiled on into the night with
lamps swinging from their wheelbarrows as they pushed up loads of dirt
to construct the earthworks formation. They slept in tents and Anthony
recalls supplying them with picks, shovels, and wheelbarrows

-

the tools

of their trade. He can also recall Russians, Yugoslays, Greeks and
Spaniards working on the railway as well.3

Turning to late twentieth century construction methodology, Des Smith
who was the engineer in charge of the Tarcoola to Alice Springs railway
construction during the 1970s, has some very interesting comments to
make. He maintains there was no equipment in the world that was
designed for handling concrete sleepers and continuously welded rails
which the Commonwealth Railways successfully integrated into that
project. He said that their construction techniques were in advance of
anything he had seen in France and Germany during 1974. He believes
the Commonwealth Railways was a leader in innovation and they kept up
to date with what was going on around the world

-

continuously welded

rails for instance. It more than kept pace with American technology as
well. In his view, one of the biggest breakthroughs in railway technology
in Australia was the use of prestressed concrete sleepers combined with
tracklayers and continuously welded rails, and its big advantage lay in
track stability and the low cost of maintenance, provided you had the
expertise and equipment to lay it properly.4
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With the benefit of hindsight, what is abundantly clear is that
construction of the early railways in the Northern Territory was
hampered by funding restraints, forcing steep ruling grades and tight
curves to be constructed in some situations, and compromises with
drainage to be adopted.5 By way of example, a passenger remarked that
he had never before experienced such sharp curves as those found on
various sections of the Palmerston to Pine Creek railway, and there are
other reports of the poor alignment of the track curvature especially in
the Stapleton-Adelaide River section.6 From all accounts, bridges over
the major rivers such as the Adelaide and Katherine on the North
Australia Railway were more than adequate, but lesser structures over
creeks and waterways pointed to shortcomings with flood immunity. Ian
Stevenson also provides a snapshot of conditions on the North Australia
Railway:
Every wet season the rain hammered down, the creeks overflowed;
as a result, embankments were washed away, the tracks collapsed,
bridges had to be strengthened. It took a lot of work by exhausted
men to repair the damage before the trains could run again.7

Railway enthusiasts may also be surprised to know that for most of its
existence the segment of the Great Northern Railway between
Oodnadatta and Alice Springs was earth packed and devoid of ballast to
save on costs.8 Cohn Taylor also had this to say about it; 'It was laid
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slap on the ground without any proper foundation. At 28 km/h it [the
Ghan] may well have inherited the title of the slowest train in the world".9

It should be born in mind however, that none of the modern day
mechanical leviathans such as tracklayers, bulldozers, and scrapers,
were available in the nineteenth or early twentieth century; innovations
in technology such as the use of prestressed concrete sleepers and
continuously welded rails had not been developed then either, and those
early railways were built by hand using the most basic of equipment. 10

In comparing construction methodologies of different eras, one of the
major differences is in the area of compaction. The most critical element
of earthworks construction is to achieve specified compaction levels in
the earthworks formation, and it is an operation performed by very heavy
vibrating steel rollers and compactors. In most situations, this provides
an embankment of sufficient strength and durability to counteract the
forces of nature." No heavy mechanised equipment was available a
century or more ago, thereby exposing lightly compacted formation to
washaways during heavy rainfall or floods. During that era the navvy
was forced to rely on wood, or at best, light-weight iron rollers drawn by
horse or bullock to achieve consolidation and in most cases it would be
anticipated to provide a lesser standard of formation than that
constructed today, with consequent heavy maintenance demands. It is

'I.]
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suggested that both the Great Northern Railway and the North Australia
Railway suffered as a con sequence, and they demanded significant
amounts of maintenance to keep them operating, and it was not always
forthcoming.

In summary, early railways in the Northern Territory were constructed
with considerable skill considering the limited budget allocations to build
them, and the rudimentary equipment that was relied on then for
construction purposes. However, they cannot be easily compared to
contemporary railway construction due to the considerable advances
made in railway engineering and construction practices over at least the
last 50 years. As illustrated before, construction techniques and the
range of equipment assembled on the Tarcoola to Alice Springs railway
and especially the Alice Springs to Darwin project, places into stark relief
the tools the navvy had at his disposal to build railways during a bygone
[iJtJ

Railways occupy a rather special place in the popular imagination. In at
least some quarters, there is a yearning for the age of steam from a
bygone era, perhaps as representing a less frenetic and more gracious
time. Although the coming of the diesel locomotive during the twentieth
century may not fit that stereotype, it nevertheless ushered in new and
innovative approaches to railway construction, culminating in world's
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best practice that saw the Alice Springs to Darwin railway built in record
time.

It has been said that railways are more than tracks and trains; that they
are a whole new way of life, and the forerunners of a new age. At the
very least, they are certainly part of the Northern Territory heritage, if
nothing else. Some might even argue that the endeavours of those
railway men and women working through some of the most trying
conditions in Australia, and showcasing construction methods from
different eras, have been instrumental in finally peeling back the tyranny
of distance at the completion of the new railway to Darwin in 2003. They
were certainly a special breed of men and women, and deserving of
recognition in Northern Territory history along with the rest of its
pioneers.
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CHRONOLOGY

•

1858 Melbourne businessman J. Robertson made the first recorded
suggestion that a railway should be built to link Adelaide to Port Darwin.

•

1878
Railway.

•

1889 Northern Territory's first railway from Palmerston (Darwin) to
Pine Creek opened.

First sod turned at Port Augusta for the Great Northern

•

1891

Great Northern Railway reaches Oodnadatta.

•

1929

Great Northern Railway opened as far as Alice Springs.

•

1929

North Australia Railway reaches Birdum.

•

1976

North Australia Railway closed.

•

1980
traffic.

•

1980

•

Standard gauge line from Tarcoola to Alice Springs opened to

Great Northern Railway (Marree-Alice Springs) closed.

1994 Former NSW Premier Neville Wran commissioned by Federal
Government to report on Darwin rail proposal.
1997 Expressions of interest received from sixty companies, both
from Australia and abroad, to construct the new Darwin railway.

•

1999 Prime Minister John Howard announces an agreement
between the Commonwealth, the Northern Territory and South Australia
to allow the Darwin link to proceed, with all three governments to make a
financial contribution.

•

July 2001 Preliminary construction work commenced. Prime
Minister John Howard, Northern Territory Chief Minister Denis Burke,
South Australian Premier John Olsen and Alice Springs Mayor Fran
Kilgarrif participate at a ceremony to turn the first sod.

•

September 25, 2003 The line reaches the Port of Darwin when the
final rail clips were placed into position.
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(Cont'd)
January 17, 2004 Inauguration of the AustralAsia Railway with the
arrival of the first freight train into Darwin.
February 3, 2004

The Ghan makes its inaugural run to Darwin.
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